
A mobile internet access solution that will 
revolutionize the African digital economy
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Broadband internet is a powerful tool in today ’s 
interconnected world. It is an essential service for realizing 
increased environmental sustainability, delivering healthcare 
as well as educational services, not to mention increasing 
opportunities for the under-represented.
In both developed and developing worlds, the World Bank categorizes internet access as a
basic necessity for economic and human development. While the internet can help foster social 
development, it also contributes to enhanced government transparency.

The good news is that the cost of internet access is dropping globally. However, that drop is
not universal as only 35% of the population in developing countries have access to the internet 
against the 80% in developed economies.

Fonbnk is a new decentralized finance company that is using an innovative telecommunication 
tool to reduce the cost of the internet and phone bills to increase the disposable income of the 
under-represented and drive GDP per capita of millions in the emerging world.

https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/digitaldevelopment/brief/connecting-for-inclusion-broadband-access-for-all
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/digitaldevelopment/brief/connecting-for-inclusion-broadband-access-for-all
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A Mobile-
first solution
Despite the incredible rate of mobile 
penetration in Africa, the existing digital divide 
continues to deepen particularly in Sub-
Saharan Africa where the average monthly 
mobile data costs can average about $5.27. 
In contrast to the average monthly minimum 
wage of $87.67, the cost of accessing the 
internet is too high for low-income individuals.

As a mobile-first solution, Fonbnk enables the 
under-represented in Sub-Saharan African to 
unlock the potential of an increasing rate of 
mobile penetration by providing them with free 
and subsidized internet access in a transparent 
and user-centric way.

The company is taking on a pivotal role 
in creating a more inclusive model of the 
internet that will bring online millions of 
people especially low-income women in rural 
populations.

Fonbnk has created a marketplace for the 
future of work using free mobile internet 
access to democratize participation; more 
easily enabling Sub-Saharan Africans to 
engage in the digital economy.
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IN SUB-SAHARAN 
AFRICA, THE 
AVERAGE MONTHLY 
COST OF MOBILE 
DATA IS NEARLY 
5-TIMES GREATER 
THAN IN THE U.S. 

https://www.gsma.com/mobileeconomy/sub-saharan-africa/
https://extensia-ltd.com/2020/04/30/kenya-safaricom-customers-use-1gb-of-data-per-month-on-average/
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Increasing GDP per Capita 
with internet access
Online work is expected to provide millions of jobs and billions of dollars in revenue going forward. 
This means that access to high-speed internet can help expand task-based work to low-income 
earners in rural areas. The World Bank estimates that raising internet penetration from its current 
rate of 35% to about 75 % could potentially add as much as $2 trillion to the GDP (gross domestic 
product) of developing nations and create jobs for more than 140 million people worldwide.

Fonbnk’s plan to expand broadband access is set to allow anyone to generate additional income 
by completing micro tasks that don’t require a relevant skill. In addition, Fonbnk will also allow its 
platform users to become market makers for Fonbnks’s proprietary ecosystem by simply using 
the Fonbnk application on their mobile device.

Because participants in Fonbnk’s micro-work trials have managed to generate weekly additional 
income between $5 and $10, and that the average mobile subscriber in Sub-Saharan Africa 
spends more than $5 per month on internet access, Fonbnk is providing its users an annualized 
surplus income of over $400. With each free GB of data to Fonbnk’s users, a 1.05% increase in 
GDP per capita is realized.

What’s more, Fonbank is helping increase the GDP per capita in developing economies 
by an additional 4.82% by simply eliminating data costs for the under-represented, 
based on average annual consumption.

Student Entrepreneur Makes it Big
A good example of Fonbnk’s impact on developing economies is the case 
study of Bashir Sani (student/entrepreneur at Kaduna Polytechnic in Nigeria).

Sani has been a market maker on Fonbnk for about a year. Over that period, 
Sani used Fonbnk’s proprietary ecosystem and services to earn 150,000 Naira 
which is about $360. He was able to buy a new smartphone with the extra passive 
income and also extend his airtime resale business.

Sani’s peers also joined the Fonbnk platform and became market makers on Fonbnk after seeing 
the positive impact the platform had on Sani.

Africa leads the way in the adoption of mobile technology (a key technology in the fourth 
industrial revolution) particularly thanks to its young population. Technologies such as Fonbnk 
are changing the life and work of the young and tech-savvy in Africa as the continent leapfrogs 
into this new paradigm. Fonbnk’s role in all this is to bring internet access to millions of people in 
sub-Saharan Africa.

As Fonbnk continues to provide additional streams of revenue that improve the living standards 
of people in sub-Saharan Africa, a solution for expanding internet access is around the 
corner. On a macro level, Fonbnk is impacting fragile economies by providing citizens of these 
economies an extra income while increasing the GDP per capita of those countries.

Bashir Sani
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Fonbnk: A hedging vehicle against inflation
In a bid to stimulate spending in the aftermath of the global pandemic, the U.S Federal Reserve 
created dollars from thin air at an unprecedented rate. According to reports, almost a fifth of all 
the US dollars in circulation was created in 2020 at the peak of the pandemic.

Given that the US dollar remains the world’s currency reserve as countries continue to 
accumulate the dollar given that it is perceived as the world’s most liquid form of exchange,
unbanked individuals in developing economies are exposed to high inflation rates.

People in developing economies need a hedge against inflation even as their national currencies 
get debased. Fonbnk offers a hedging vehicle against currency fluctuation with its unique 
platform that allows users to exchange airtime credits with a deflationary token called MIN token.

Through Fonbnk, users can exchange their airtime credits, regardless of their Mobile Network 
Operator (MNO) or country, with the MIN token. MIN tokens are pegged to USD and the token can be 
further exchanged back into airtime, cryptocurrencies as well as other more stable fiat currencies.

Fonbnk introduces interoperability to the world of broadband data with a solution that also enables 
cross-border micro banking. Therefore, without any formal bank account, the unbanked in 
developing economies can not only access the internet freely but also participate in dollar-based 
investments while receiving protection from the region’s 8.54% average inflation rate.

https://www.cityam.com/almost-a-fifth-of-all-us-dollars-were-created-this-year/
https://www.cityam.com/almost-a-fifth-of-all-us-dollars-were-created-this-year/
https://www.cityam.com/almost-a-fifth-of-all-us-dollars-were-created-this-year/
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GDP Impact

Countries 
Fonbnk Operate

USD per GB Average 
Monthly 

Mobile Data 
Cost

Monthly 
Minimum 

Wage

Mobile Data 
Cost as a % 
of Minimum 

Wage

Average Yearly 
Mobile Data 

Cost

GDP per 
Capita as of 

Dec 19

Average Yearly 
Mobile Data Cost 

as a % of GDP 
per Capita

Nigeria $1.39 $6.39 $72.64 8.80% $76.73 $2,387 3.21%

Kenya $1.05 $4.83 $139.26 3.47% $57.96 $1,238 4.68%

Tanzania $0.73 $3.36 $137.00 2.45% $40.30 $986 4.09%

Uganda $1.62 $7.45 $36.66 20.33% $89.42 $957 9.34%

Ghana $0.94 $4.32 $52.78 8.19% $51.89 $1,884 2.75%

Mozambique $3.33 $15.32 $73.27 20.91% $183.82 $587 31.31%

Average $1.15 $5.27 $87.67 8.65% $63.26 $1,490 4.82%

Nigeria

Ghana

Uganda

Kenya

Tanzania

Mozambique
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About Fonbnk
Fonbnk is a new decentralized and distributed finance company that is providing a 
frictionless and transparent onboarding of the under-represented in developing economies 
into the digital age.

The company’s mission is to drive financial inclusion through leveraging existing distributed 
and decentralized financial technology as well as a network of mobile phone accounts to 
enable free access to the internet.

In addition, Fonbnk also hosts a market-making platform through which platform users can 
participate without prior knowledge of market-making as a way of earning passive income 
from their mobile devices.

AS DECENTRALIZED FINANCE SOLUTIONS TAKE ROOT, FONBNK IS ON 
TRACK TO BECOME THE FIRST DEFI BASED PROJECT SET TO IMPACT 
BILLIONS OF INDIVIDUALS ACROSS THE GLOBE GIVEN THE IMMEDIATE 
NEED OF CLOSING THE GAP IN THE DIGITAL DIVIDE.

As Fonbnk’s CEO puts it in an interview, “decentralized finance technologies are the 
missing link to expanding broadband access worldwide and unleashing a slew of economic 
opportunities to the under-represented.”

Please contact hello@fonbnk.com with any inquiries.
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